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� Counseling
� Psychotherapy 
� Hypnotherapy 
� Sound Therapy 
� Dance/Movement Therapy
� Ayurvedic Medicine
� Naturopathy
� Magneto therapy  
� Acupressure, Acupuncture
� Bach Flower Remedies
� Reiki
� …many more !!





Quantum Healing 
Hypnosis Therapy 

Conventional  
Medicine 

Body-Mind is inseparable Body oriented

Address the root cause of 
disease

Alter the expression of 
disease

No pills Magic pill for everything 
we have. 

See the patient once See patients again and 
again 



Physical-Mental-Spiritual



� QHHT is sort to address all these areas depending 
on needs of the client

Physical Mental/ Emotional Spiritual

Body; Matter Mind; Intellect Spirit/ Soul

Behaviour/ 
Actions

Thoughts and Feelings Awareness

Epilepsy, High BP, 
multiple sclerosis  

body aches…

Fear; Doubts; Past 
Traumas; Confidence; 
Family disturbance; 

Career advise; 
relationship issues…

Purpose of Life, 
Karma, Chakra, law 

of non-
interference…



� Somnambulistic state of trance 

� A state which under ordinary circumstances is 
experienced only twice daily.

� In this state that she discovered an infinitely 
knowledgeable and powerful aspect of each 
individual that can be contacted and communicated 
with.







• Individual is regressed and guided through a past life

• First scene they view, throughout the various periods of 
the life and eventually to the death scene

• The subconscious will select what past life to show 

• Is always relevant to  the current life the individual is 
living now

• Multiple past lives to be shown in a single session 



� Is always present with us 

� Access to past lives 

� Performs instantaneous healings when appropriate.

� Effective on thousands of people all over the world

� We have all lived multiple other Lives 

� Contains answers to any question we may have about 
ourselves or the life we are living.



�QHHT session process- Visualization; Past lives; Subconscious

�Identify any physical problem it detects within the body

�Healing is done instantaneously with no medication, surgery 
or pain involved.

�Simply understanding WHY

�Healing can only occur if an individual wants to be healed 
and if it does not interfere with the goals of their lifetime.



Some of the remarkable results Dolores and her QHHT Practitioners alike have 
experienced with clients during a session:

�Cancer of all types at various stages being cured
�Cartilage being reconstructed between joints
�AIDS being cured and eradicated from the body
�Heart conditions being healed, afterwards surgery is no longer required
�Deteriorated livers being regenerated and restored to full function
�Damaged kidneys being regenerated and restored to full function
�Open flesh wounds being regenerated with no scarring
�Migraines being explained and their root causes removed
�20/20 vision being restored where people no longer need corrective vision
�Diabetes being cured and the causes for it explained
�Intestinal problems being cured
�Lower and middle back problems being cured
�Neck and shoulder pains being removed
�Lung associated problems being cured
�Skin problems



� Healing-

� Informational basis, 

� Physical healing, 

� Relief; Clarity; Knowing; 



� The Higher Self, the Over soul, Christ Consciousness, 
Higher Consciousness, The super consciousness, the 
Universal Mind and Oneness.

� The Subconscious is a suitable label given the context 
of Dolores' work. 

� The Subconscious has stated to Dolores that “it does 
not care what we call it, it simply Is.. and is willing to 
work with those with a pure heart and true intent”.










